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The ultrareliable and low-latency communication (URLLC) is one of the key scenarios of the current 5G new radio (NR). The
performance of the duplex technologies in URLLC to assist in meeting the needs of low-latency services is of great significance.
However, time division duplex (TDD) has poor delay performance due to the extra data waiting delay caused by the frequent
uplink/downlink switching. Besides, TDD systems cannot dynamically adapt to the real-time changes of user requirements due
to the problem of frame structure configuration, while frequency division duplex (FDD) has more pilot overhead due to
channel estimation and worse spectrum utilization which are great drawbacks in 5G NR enabled URLLC. In this paper, we
further proposed the strengths of a novel duplex technology named network-assisted full-duplex (NAFD) in terms of URLLC
latency performance compared with TDD and FDD. NAFD scheme exploits the resources of the time and spatial domains to
form a special duplex mechanism where the central processing unit (CPU) can dynamically assign the modes of different
access points (APs) as downlink transmission or uplink receiving in the same coherent time block. Some improvement of the
existing NAFD scheme for better fitting for URLLC is also proposed in this paper. The simulation results and analysis showed
that the NAFD scheme outperforms other duplex technologies under URLLC scenarios.

1. Introduction

Ultra-reliable and low-latency communication (URLLC) is
one of the three major use cases defined by 3GPP. Duplex
technologies are widely used because of the double through-
put contributing to the systems [1]. The duplex technologies
have been widely employed into URLLC scenarios, such as
robotics or industrial automation application and traffic
condition monitoring [2]. Further, dynamic time division
duplexing (TDD) is the major duplexing technology for 5G
new radio (NR) because of the wide spectrum availability
of unpaired bands [3]. Additionally, the frequency division
duplexing (FD-D) also supports 5G NR and is considered
especially relevant for deployments at bands below 6GHz
[4]. However, the two existing duplex technologies also have
their own disadvantages in supporting ultrareliable and low-
latency services.

The delay of the TDD systems mainly comes from the
extra data waiting delay caused by the duplex feature and
the uplink/downlink conversion of the frame structure,
which cannot be compensated by the minislot technology
in URLLC [5]. Dynamic TDD systems are also difficult to
meet the stringent URLLC latency and reliability targets
which is attributed to the nonconcurrent availability of the
downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) transmission opportunities,
and the additional cross-link interference (CLI) between
base stations (BSs) and user equipment (UE) [6]. While
FDD systems are more manageable, both BSs and UE always
have simultaneous UL and DL transmission opportunities.
From this perspective, FDD systems can better fulfill the
URLLC requirements because of the absence of the UL-DL
switching delay. However, FDD systems exhibit more pilot
overhead, higher complexity, and lower reliability for chan-
nel estimation due to the channel nonreciprocity [5]. On
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the other hand, FDD systems cannot support asymmetric
spectrum services as TDD systems, which is a great draw-
back for real-time service scenarios with asymmetric user
requirements.

Since the TDD and FDD systems both have drawbacks
in meeting the stringent requirements of URLLC for high-
reliable and low-latency services in some specific aspects,
new duplex scheme should be investigated to better fit the
URLLC requirements. A new duplex technology named
network-assisted full-duplex (NAFD) was proposed in [7].
In NAFD scheme, each access point (AP) is connected to
the central processing unit (CPU) through fronthaul link.
The baseband processing is jointly carried out at the CPU.
Each AP has a half-duplex transceiver device performing
either transmitting or receiving which are decided by CPU
according to the traffic load of the whole network. Any UE
with a specific data demand can find some nearby APs oper-
ating in the corresponding mode in the same slot. In-band
full-duplex could be achieved under cell-free massive
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) with existing half-
duplex hardware devices. Further, the joint processing of
the signals at the CPU can mitigate the CLI [8]. NAFD
scheme flexibly allocates resources in the two dimensions
of space and time to achieve duplex at the network level
without sacrificing bandwidth. Compared with the tradi-
tional TDD systems, NAFD scheme can provide low-
latency services. Compared with traditional FDD systems,
NAFD scheme can support asymmetric services without
reducing spectrum utilization. The superiority of NAFD
scheme and the analysis of the duplex operation mechanism
behind why NAFD has better performance in URLLC
scenarios are highlighted in Section 3.

Kant Chaudhary et al. [9] investigated the fronthaul
latency in the uplink of a C-RAN system with massive
MIMO-based RRUs and 3GPP functional Split 7. The
latency gain of an interactive URLLC device when using
flexible TDD and a decoupled UL/DL access was investi-
gated in [10]. Reddy et al. [11] worked out on latency anal-
ysis of IMT-2020 radio interface technology for both FDD
and TDD modes while [5] presented a system level analysis
of the URLLC outage performance within the 5G new radio
flexible TDD systems. Specifically, [5] also studied the feasi-
bility of the URLLC outage targets compared to the case with
the 5G FDD and with numerous 5G design variants

Our three main contributions in this article are outlined
as follows:

(i) We model the latency of control plane (CP) and
user plane (UP) in URLLC scenario for three differ-
ent duplex technologies. Different from the previous
studies, we do not simply list the delay components
of TDD and FDD systems. Instead, we mainly focus
on how the duplex mechanism affects communica-
tions under URLLC scenarios based on the latency
analysis for both control plane and user plane

(ii) We analyze the superiority of the novel NAFD
scheme compared with TDD/FDD systems in terms
of reliability and latency tradeoff. The analysis sug-

gests that the proposed NAFD scheme can make
up for some of the deficiencies of TDD and FDD
systems under URLLC scenarios

(iii) We further propose the open-loop communications
and load-aware mode selection for NAFD scheme
to further reduce the latency. NAFD scheme employs
some specific duplex mechanisms to expand the
envelope of URLLC latency-reliability curves. The
proposed NAFD scheme is based on the cell-free dis-
tributed MIMO-based architecture, which introduces
cooperation between APs. It broadens the dimension
of system performance optimization

2. URLLC Radio Latency Analysis for Different
Duplex Mode

Latency on the ultra-reliable and low-latency communica-
tions is defined as the average time between the transmission
of packet and the reception of an acknowledgment. The
latency performance of a communication system is analyzed
for both control plane and user plane. The IMT-2020 pro-
posal [12] defines the minimum latency support for CP
and UP for URLLC is within 20ms and 1ms, respectively.

2.1. Control Plane Latency. According to 3GPP TR 38.913
[13], control plane latency is defined as “the time to move
from a battery efficient state e.g. IDLE to the start of contin-
uous data transfer e.g. ACTIVE.” With minislots, the trans-
mit time intervals (TTIs) can have different lengths such as
2, 4, or 7 symbols. For simplicity, the processing delay is
set to 1TTI in both BSs and UE. Data transmission happens
in two ways from the UE, once when the UE has a dedicated
radio resource control (RRC) which is the signal of physical
uplink shared channel (PUSCH) resource available and once
when the UE needs to access the network and then begin
data transmission. When no dedicated connection is estab-
lished, a scheduling request will be transmitted on random
access control channel (RACH) called as random access
scheduling request. The process of accessing the network
when no dedicated RRC is established or when the UE trans-
mits for the first time is called random access (RA), and the
channel that plays the major role in this aspect is called
RACH channel. The RRC processing delays are assumed to
be of a fixed value of 3ms [11]. A preamble is sent by UE
to base station over physical random access channel
(PRACH) to obtain the UL synchronization. Here, the trans-
mission delay of RACH preamble and preamble detection
and processing delay in BS are set to be 1TTI. Then, the base
station sends RA response to all the UE which has sent RA
preamble intimating them that resources have been reserved
for them. Later, the UE will send RRC connection request. In
the RRC messages, the UE sends its identifier to the base sta-
tion to make it aware of its identity. This identifier is used to
solve any contention resolution that can happen. The latency
metrics of control plane for TDD/FDD/NAFD systems in
TTIs are shown in Table 1, where an alternating UL-DL
sequence is designed for the TDD slot sequence. The delay
for NAFD scheme presented in Table 1 is within a coherent
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time block, thus excluding additional alignment delays
caused by the sequence of DL and UL slots. FDD systems
are also free of UL-DL link-switching delay.

2.2. User Plane Latency. The user plane latency is analyzed as
the radio interface latency from the time when transmitter
packet data convergence protocol (PDCP) receives an Inter-
net protocol (IP) packet to the time when receiver PDCP
successfully receives the IP packet and delivers the packet
to the upper layer [11]. The average one-way URLLC latency
for TDD systems in the DL direction Tdl is given in Table 2
and can be split into Equation (1) [5].

Tdl = tbsp + ttdd + tqd + tfa + ttti + αtharq + tuep, ð1Þ

where tbsp, ttdd, tqd, tfa, ttti, tharq, and tuep denote the BS
processing, UL-DL link-switching delay, DL total queuing,
DL frame alignment, DL packet transmission, DL hybrid
automatic repeat request (HARQ) retransmission, and UE
processing delays, respectively. α implies the target block
error rate (BLER). When UL/DL data comes, it needs to wait
for the next UL/DL time slot to send; there will be a long
queuing delay. That corresponds to the UL-DL link-
switching delay. The DL HARQ delay tharq is expressed as

tharq = tuep + tfa + tnack + tbsp + ttdd + tqd + tfa + ttti, ð2Þ

where tnack denotes the hybrid automatic repeat request
(HARQ) negative acknowledgment (NACK) transmission
time.

For FDD systems, there is no UL-DL link-switching
delay. However, since FDD systems do not have channel rec-
iprocity, in the downlink transmission, we need to send
pilots to estimate the channel quality, which will take more
time than TDD systems. Besides, it will take more time than

TDD systems in the processing time of the BS for the more
complicated channel estimations. For NAFD scheme, we
suppose there is no UL-DL link-switching delay in a coher-
ent time block.

Similarly, the one-way URLLC UL latency Tul in TDD
systems follows a similar behavior as Tdl. Here, the grant-
free (GF) UL scheduling is considered.

Tul = tuep + ttdd + tqu + tfa + ttti + αtharq + tbsp, ð3Þ

where tuep, ttdd, tqu, tfa, ttti, tharq, and tbsp denote the UE pro-
cessing delay, TDD UL-DL link-switching delay, UL total
queuing, UL frame alignment delay, UL payload transmis-
sion delay, UL HARQ delay, and the BS processing delays,
respectively. The UL HARQ delay tharq is expressed as

tharq = tbsp + tfa + tnack + tuep + ttdd + tqu + tfa + ttti: ð4Þ

For FDD systems and NAFD scheme within a coherent
time block, there is no additional alignment delays caused
by the sequence of DL and UL slots. User plane latency in
TTIs for uplink transmission is assumed in Table 3.

3. Latency Assessment for Different
Duplex Modes

3.1. URLLC Latency versus the Length of Coherence Block for
NAFD Scheme. As shown in Figure 1, in NAFD scheme,
each AP has a transceiver device performing either transmit-
ting or receiving which are decided by CPU according to the
traffic load of the whole network. Through the working
mode selection of each AP as uplink receiving or downlink
transmission, the configuration ratio of the uplink AP and
the downlink AP in the entire system remains unchanged
within a coherence block. Therefore, in several coherence

Table 1: CP latency in TTIs in TDD/FDD/NAFD systems.

Latency composition TDD latency FDD latency NAFD latency

Worst-case delay due to random access channel (RACH) scheduling period 2TTI 1TTI 2TTI

Transmission of RACH preamble 1TTI 1TTI 1TTI

Preamble detection and processing in BS 1TTI 1TTI 1TTI

DL slot alignment 1TTI 0TTI 0TTI

Transmission of random access (RA) response 1TTI 1TTI 1TTI

UE processing delay 1TTI 1TTI 1TTI

UL slot alignment 1TTI 0TTI 0TTI

Transmission of RRC connection resume request 1TTI 1TTI 1TTI

Processing delay in BS 3ms 3ms 3ms

DL slot alignment 1TTI 0TTI 0TTI

Transmission of RRC connection resume 1TTI 1TTI 1TTI

Processing delay in the UE 3ms 3ms 3ms

UL slot alignment 1TTI 0TTI 0TTI

Transmission of RRC connection resume complete 1TTI 1TTI 1TTI

Processing delay in BS 1TTI 1TTI 1TTI

Total delay 14TTI + 6ms 9TTI + 6ms 10TTI + 6ms
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blocks, there is still the switching delay of uplink and down-
link, and how much the delay is reduced compared to
dynamic TDD depends on the length of the coherence block.
The longer the coherence block, the less total TDD buffering
delays. The number of transmission symbols per coherence
block ranges from hundreds (with high mobility and high

channel dispersion) to hundreds of thousands of samples
(with low mobility and low channel dispersion) [14]. τ is
defined as the transmission symbols per coherence block
contains. We can safely assume that τ ≥ 200.

Taking CP latency for example, subcarrier spacing (SCS)
is set to be 30 kHz, and TTI is set to be 2 symbols. We

Table 2: User plane latency in TTIs for downlink in TDD/FDD/NAFD systems.

Latency composition TDD latency FDD latency NAFD latency

BS processing 1.5TTI 2TTI 1.5TTI

UL-DL link-switching delay 1TTI 0TTI 0TTI

DL total queuing tqd tqd tqd

DL frame alignment 1TTI 1TTI 1TTI

DL packet transmission 1TTI 1TTI 1TTI

DL hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ)
retransmission

αtharqTDD αtharqFDD αtharqNAFD

UE processing delay 1.5TTI 1.5TTI 1.5TTI

Pilot sending for channel estimation delay 0TTI 3TTI 0TTI

Total delay 6TTI + tqd + α 8TTI + tqd
� �

8:5TTI + tqd + α 7:5TTI + tqd
� �

5TTI + tqd + α 7TTI + tqd
� �

Table 3: User plane latency in TTIs for uplink in TDD/FDD/NAFD systems.

Latency composition TDD latency FDD latency NAFD latency

UE processing delay 1.5TTI 1.5TTI 1.5TTI

UL-DL link-switching delay 1TTI 0TTI 0TTI

UL total queuing tqu tqu tqu

UL frame alignment 1TTI 1TTI 1TTI

UL packet transmission 1TTI 1TTI 1TTI

UL HARQ retransmission αtharqTDD αtharqFDD αtharqNAFD

BS processing delay 1.5TTI 1.5TTI 1.5TTI

Total delay 6TTI + tqu + α 8TTI + tqu
� �

5TTI + tqu + α 7TTI + tqu
� �

5TTI + tqu + α 7TTI + tqu
� �
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Figure 1: NAFD system model.
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further analyzed the delay in NAFD scheme with the length
of coherence block. As shown in Figure 2, for CP delay, FDD
systems achieve the best performance. NAFD scheme per-
forms better than TDD systems. The longer the length of
the coherence block, the lower delay of NAFD scheme can
be achieved. Since NAFD scheme still has the UL-DL
switching delay from the perspective of several coherence
blocks, it can not exceed FDD systems in terms of the CP
latency performance. More factors should be considered as
regards to the UP latency, such as pilot sending delay for
channel estimation in FDD systems. Therefore, it is impossi-
ble to clearly distinguish the advantages of FDD and TDD
systems in terms of delay performance in some specific sce-
narios. By contrast, for NAFD scheme, the UP latency still
decreases as coherence block grows.

3.2. UP Latency versus the Traffic Loads. An equivalent FDD
bandwidth allocation is adopted to maintain fairness when
compared with TDD/NAFD. Because FDD systems have
half the bandwidth of TDD/NAFD systems, when the
amount of data is relatively larger, there will be more queu-
ing and buffering delays. As shown in Figure 3, with the
slight traffic loads, FDD systems outperform TDD/NAFD
systems for completely free of UL-DL switching delay. With
the traffic loads increasing, UP latency of FDD systems
grows larger due to the rapid growth of queuing and buffer-
ing data. NAFD scheme always has better performance in
terms of UP latency than TDD systems because of the
absence of UL-DL switching delay within a coherence block
in NAFD scheme. Hence, we can conclude that when the
traffic loads are heavy, NAFD scheme outperforms other
two duplex modes in terms of UP latency.

The FDD systems sacrifice frequency band resources in
exchange for simultaneous uplink and downlink transmis-
sion opportunities, which directly results in half the band-
width and half the rate. NAFD scheme sacrifices spatial
freedom in exchange for cotime cofrequency duplex at the
network level. In NAFD scheme, we could virtually regard
the cotime cofrequency full-duplex (CCFD) APs as two
APs: one for uplink reception and one for downlink trans-
mission. For equality, the number of antennas in NAFD
scheme is equivalent to half that of TDD systems, but the
achievable rate is higher than half of TDD systems [7]. This
is a very important reason why NAFD is better than FDD. In
[15], it is proved that NAFD scheme with half-duplex APs
outperforms the TDD-based cell-free massive MIMO sys-
tems with the same antenna density in terms of the
achievable rate. Hence, in Figure 3, with the traffic loads
increasing, the advantage for higher achievable rate of
NAFD scheme is highlighted. The gap between the three
duplex modes is growing.

3.3. CP/UP Latency versus SCS Size. Figure 4 shows CP
latency versus SCS size. Unlike the 4G standards, 5G NR
adopts different SCSs for its diverse service classes. Here,
TTI size is set to 2 symbols. FDD performs best in terms
of CP latency, followed by NAFD and TDD, respectively.
With the increase of SCS, the delay difference between the
three duplex technologies becomes smaller. The larger SCS

size offers reduced processing time due to the shorter OFDM
symbols in time.

Figure 5 shows UP latency with SCS size. Here, TTI size
is also set to 2 symbols, and we suppose that the traffic loads
are light without additional queuing and buffering delay for
FDD systems. The load pattern is set to be UL-DL pattern
for UP latency. The NAFD scheme exhibits best, while the
performance of FDD is worst since FDD systems spend a
lot in channel estimation. Also, with the increase of SCS,
the delay difference between the three becomes smaller.

3.4. CP/UP Latency versus TTI Size. Figures 6 and 7 show CP
and UP latency versus TTI size, respectively. The load pat-
tern is set to be UL-DL pattern for UP latency. The TTI
length determines the packet transmission periodicity. The
larger the TTI size, the larger the time delay of which the
incoming packets shall exhibit in the scheduling buffers.
Also, with the increase of TTI size, the delay difference
between the three becomes larger.

3.5. Latency versus Inter-BS CLI. The inter-BS CLI is consid-
ered as the most critical challenge against the 5G NR TDD
systems [5]. Here, we do not consider the extra delay caused
by the low rate ratio and large channel estimation overhead
due to the FDD spectrum halving mentioned above but
mainly focus on comparing the impact of CLI interference
cancellation on the URLLC duplex systems. As shown in
Figure 8, the FDD systems provide the best latency perfor-
mance, mainly due to the absolute absence of the inter-BS
CLI. TDD systems have the worst performance mainly
because of the packets getting retransmitted several times
prior to a successful decoding, due to the severe BS-BS
CLI, leading to significantly large retransmission delay. In
NAFD scheme, the cross-link interference can be eliminated
through joint processing in CPU. Besides, by decoupling
uplink and downlink, NAFD is able to allocate system
resources more flexibly, and CLI will be reduced after balan-
cing the loads. However, it can not reach the totally absence
of inter-BS CLI state as FDD systems do.

3.6. Superiority of NAFD Scheme Implemented in URLLC
Scenarios. The superiority of NAFD scheme implemented
in URLLC scenarios in the future 6G systems is highlighted
as follows:

(i) Due to the influence of the fixed frame structure
configuration of TDD systems, it is difficult to
improve the delay performance of the TDD systems.
For example, when DL data comes, it needs to wait
for the next DL time slot to send; there will be a long
queuing delay. However, in NAFD scheme, the data
of UE is not only transmitted in the time slot of one
specific AP; UE can choose to transmit or receive
data from the assigned DL/UL APs through mode
selection. Hence, it does not need to wait for the
UL/DL time slots to be transmitted. The mode pat-
tern of uplink and downlink APs will not change
within a coherent period in NAFD scheme. Like
FDD systems, there is no UL/DL switching delay
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in a coherent block. NAFD scheme exploits spatial
freedom to reduce the delay of waiting for uplink
and downlink handover for TDD

(ii) In dynamic TDD, an adapted frame structure is
generally selected for a specific scene such as UL-
heavy or DL-heavy. After the frame structure is con-
figured, it cannot be flexibly changed immediately
after the UE changes in the scene, such as load
changes or position changes. However, NAFD can
dynamically select the uplink or downlink working
modes of APs within a coherent block according
to the load change and position change of the UE
in the scenario, realizing flexible duplexing in the
true sense

(iii) From the perspective of a single AP, NAFD scheme
also fills the uplink and downlink working modes in
the time domain. Hence, similar to TDD, NAFD
also supports asymmetric services, has higher spec-
trum resource utilization, and doubles the band-
width of FDD. FDD has more pilot overhead due
to channel estimation and worse spectrum utiliza-
tion thus not widely used in actual scenes. NAFD
performs channel estimation based on the reciproc-
ity of the channel, which reduces the pilot overhead
for channel estimation and improves the transmis-
sion reliability

(iv) FDD systems sacrifice frequency band resources in
exchange for simultaneous uplink and downlink
transmission opportunities, which directly results

in half the bandwidth and half the rate. NAFD
scheme sacrifices spatial freedom in exchange for
cotime cofrequency duplex at the network level. In
NAFD scheme, we could virtually regard the cotime
cofrequency full-duplex (CCFD) APs as two APs,
one for uplink reception and one for downlink
transmission. For equality, the number of antennas
in NAFD scheme is equivalent to half that of TDD
systems, but the achievable rate is higher than half
of TDD systems [8]. This is a very important reason
why NAFD is better than FDD

(v) By decoupling the uplink and downlink in the spatial
domain, NAFD is able to allocate system resources
more flexibly. By balancing the load, NAFD can
improve the successful access probability, thus
avoiding the extra delay caused by repeated retrans-
missions. Another advantage of decoupling uplink
and downlink is that after balancing the load, the
interference between UE and APs will be reduced.
Compared with FDD/TDD, NAFD is more critical
in terms of cross-link interference elimination
through joint processing, which can reduce local
processing delay and increase access reliability

4. Improvement of NAFD Scheme for URLLC

The simulation results and analysis have showed that the pro-
posed NAFD scheme outperforms other duplex technologies
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under URLLC scenarios. NAFD retains the channel reciproc-
ity of TDD, while utilizing the freedom of time and space.
Without sacrificing the spectrum, it avoids the complex chan-
nel estimation overhead of FDD and the problem of low spec-
trum utilization. The extra delay overhead caused by frequent
uplink and downlink switching of TDD is also avoided within
the coherence block. Nowadays, the dynamic TDD scheme is
proposed where each cell base station can adaptively adjust the
ratio of uplink and downlink time slots of each transmission
frame according to the actual flow of the cell. From the per-
spective of a certain moment, NAFD scheme and existing
dynamic TDD technology both regulate the uplink and down-
link transmission modes of the APs or cell base stations, so
that the system can flexibly adapt to the business needs of
asymmetric upstream and downstream. However, from a cer-
tain coherent time block, the uplink and downlink working
modes of the AP in the flexible duplex system are flexibly
scheduled and selected by the CPU and remain unchanged
within a coherent time block. NAFD scheme greatly reduces
the switching delay of uplink and downlink compared with
dynamic TDD systems. In addition, the proposed NAFD
scheme is based on the cell-free distributed MIMO-based
architecture, which introduces cooperation between APs.
The working modes of all APs are uniformly scheduled by
the CPU which can achieve better performance in terms of
CLI elimination and resource allocation compared with
dynamic TDD systems that only adjust the transmissionmode
of the base station according to the traffic volume in its own
cell. The proposed NAFD scheme broadens the dimension
of system performance optimization.

4.1. Open-Loop Communication Mode for NAFD Scheme.
Short packet traffic in mission-critical services is usually
bursty and sporadic, such as collision prewarning alert in

autonomous driving. When such short packet traffic arrives,
the random and proactive radio resource allocation strategy
can realize the shortest possible scheduling time and hence
improve transmission latency. For CP delay, the traditional
close-loop mode may not satisfy low-latency requirements
of mission-critical services due to feedback and retransmis-
sions. As shown in Figure 9, to reduce the latency and
alleviate signaling overhead, the open-loop communication
(OLC) mode [16] can be adopted in NAFD scheme, which
is feedback free. The CP delay components are listed as
follows:

tcp = tbroadcast + tRACH + tBS + talignment + tRAres + ttti, ð5Þ

where tbroadcast denotes the delay for BSs to broadcast
available resources. tRACH, tBS, talignment, tRAres, and ttti
represent the RACH preamble transmission delay, BS pro-
cessing delay, slot alignment delay, RA response transmis-
sion delay, and data transmission delay, respectively. It is
obvious that the CP delay is reduced in the OLC mode.
OLC mode is an effective strategy to reduce transmission
delay, but due to low-level resource regulation and lack
of feedback, OLC mode will lead to reduced reliability.

Considering in NAFD scheme, all APs jointly serve for
UE. UE associates with multiple nearby base stations at the
same time, thereby receiving the same information over
multiple links. In the NAFD scheme, the multiconnection
feature in which a user associates with multiple base stations
can naturally improve the reliability of transmission due to
its own macrodiversity gain and solve the problems brought
by the OLC mode. Latency for the control plane will be
greatly reduced while still guarantee the access reliability.

Broadcast resource

RACH preamble transmission

BS processing
and alignment

Random access response

Alignment
Data transmission

U

Figure 9: CP delay in OLC mode for NAFD scheme.
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4.2. Load-Aware Dynamic Mode Selection for NAFD Scheme.
We have studied load-aware dynamic mode selection for
NAFD scheme [17]. Intelligent reinforcement learning algo-
rithms are proposed which proved that NAFD scheme
enabled cell-free massive MIMO system with appropriately
scheduled APs is a promising solution to meet the heteroge-
neous traffic loads in next generation wireless systems. By
balancing the load, NAFD can improve the successful access
probability and reduce the inter-UE and inter-BS interfer-
ence, thus avoiding the extra delay caused by repeated
retransmissions.

Due to the density difference and nonuniformity of the
dynamic distribution of base stations and users in actual
duplex scenarios, the traditional mode of binding the uplink
and downlink channels to the same base station cannot
ensure optimal performance. In the duplex scheme of
NAFD, the uplink and downlink channels are flexibly
decoupled according to the relative distance between the
users and the base stations, transmission power, and traffic
loads; that is, the uplink and downlink channels are associ-
ated with different APs. Using spatial freedom to realize elas-
tic access in the scenario of massive terminal-enabled
URLLC is more conducive to dynamic resource allocation
and has a great impact on the network interference struc-
ture. Through intelligent cooperation between APs and
dynamic mode selection of APs as downlink transmission
or uplink receiving, we can establish the trade-off relation-
ship between air interface latency and reliability with the
elastic access mode. NAFD scheme expands URLLC
latency-reliability compromise envelope with some unique
duplex mechanisms as depicted in Figure 10.

5. Conclusion

URLLC requires new duplex technologies to improve latency
performance under some low-latency scenarios. NAFD
scheme is a free duplex method based on a cellular-free
architecture. We investigated TDD/FDD/NAFD three
duplex technologies in terms of latency performance under
URLLC scenarios including control-plane latency and user-
plane latency. Compared with the traditional TDD, NAFD

can provide low-latency services. Compared with the tradi-
tional FDD, NAFD can support asymmetric services without
reducing spectrum utilization. NAFD scheme employs some
specific duplex mechanisms to expand the envelope of
URLLC latency-reliability curves, such as decoupling the
uplink and downlink, macrodiversity, load balancing, and
joint CLI cancellation. Open-loop communication and
load-aware mode selection for NAFD scheme can further
reduce the latency. Hence, NAFD scheme can support
URLLC communication for a large number of terminals
and has great application prospects under URLLC scenarios.

Data Availability

We do not use external data; the data are all obtained from
our own simulation experiment platform.
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